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Abstract. A time-dependent,
three-dimensional,
multi-ionmodelof the globalionosphere-polar
windsystemwasusedto studythesystem's
response
to anidealizedgeomagnetic
stormfor
differentseasonalandsolarcycleconditions.The modelcoveredthe altituderangefrom 90 to 9000
km for latitudesgreaterthan50ø magneticin thenorthernhemisphere.
The geomagnetic
storm
contained
a 1-hourgrowthphase,a 1-hourmainphase,anda 4-hourdecayphase.Fourstorm

simulations
wereConducted,
corresponding
to winterandsummer
solstices
atbothsolarmaximum
andminimum. The simulationsindicatedthe following: (1) O+ upflowstypicallyoccurin the
cuspandauroralzoneat all localtimes,anddownflowsoccurin thepolarcap. However,during
increasing
magneticactivity,O+ upflowscanoccurin thepolarcap,(2) TheO+ upflowsare

typically
thestrongest
wherebothTeandTi areelevated,
whichgenerally
occurs
in thecuspatthe
locationof thedaysideconvection
throat,(3) The upwardH+ andO+ velocitiesincreasewith Te,
whichresultsin bothseasonal
andday-nightasymmetries
in theion velocities,(4) During
"increasing"
magneticactivity,O+ is thedominant
ionat all altitudes
throughout
thepolarregion,
(5) For solarminimumwinter,thereis an H + "blowout"throughout
thepolarregionshortlyafter
thestormcommences
(negativestormeffect),andthentheH + densityslowlyrecovers.The O+

behavior
is opposite
to this. Thereis anincrease
in theO+ densityabove1000kmduringthe
storm'speak(positivestormeffect),andthenit decreases
asthestormsubsides,
and(6) For solar
maximumsummer,the O+ andH+ temporalmorphologies
arein phase;but the ion density
variations
at hig,haltitudesareopposite
to thoseat low altitudes.Duringthestorm'speak,theH+
andO+ densities
increaseat highaltitudes(positivestormeffect)anddecrease
at low altitudes
(negativestormeffect).

1. Introduction

supersonicflow, a transition from collision-dominated
to
collisionlessregimes,anda transitionfrom a heavyto a light

Athighlatitudes,
theEarth's
geomagnetic
fieldis stretched
ion.Attimes,
however,
O+canremain
thedominant
iontovery
intoa longcomet-like
tailonthenightside
thatextends
pasthighaltitudes
inthepolar
cap.Another
important
aspect
ofthe
theMoon'sorbit. Themagnetic
fieldlinesthat formthe tail flow concerns its horizontal motion.

Becauseof

originate
in thepolarregion,
andsincethepressure
in the magnetospheric
electric
fields,thehigh-latitude
ionosphereionosphere
is much
greater
thanthatin thedistant
tail,it waspolar
windsystem
isina continual
state
ofmotion,
convecting
suggested
thata continual
escape
of thermal
plasma
(H+ andintoandoutofthecusp,
polarcap,nocturnal
ova!,nighttime
He+)should
occur
along
these
"open"
fieldlines[Bauer,
1966;trough,
andsunlight.
Thishorizontal
motion
is significant
Desder
andMichel,1966].These
earlysuggestions
of light because
thetimeit takes
thepolar
windtoflowupandoutofthe
ionoutflow
werebased
ona thermal
evaporation
process,
in topside
ionosphere
iscomparable
to thetransit
timeacross
the
which
thelightionsescape
thetopside
ionosphere
withspeeds
polarcap,andhence
the"local"
conditions
areconstantly
close
totheirthermal
velocities.
However,
it wassubsequently
changing.

argued
that
theoutflow
should
besupersonic,
and
itwas
calledBecause
ofthecomplicated
nature
oftheflow,
numerous
the"polar
wind"
inanalogy
tOthesolar
wind
lAxford,
1968'mathematical
approaches
have
been
used
over
theyears
to

Banks
andHolzer,
1968,
1969].Measurements
later
confirmed
model
theclassical
polarwind,including
hydrodynamic,
thesupersonic
nature
of theoutflowby bothdirectandindirecthydromagnetic,generalizedtransport,kinetic' semikinetic,and

means[Hoffman
andDodson,1980;
Nagaiet al., 1984; macroscopicparticle-in-cell models.
,

Gurgiolo
andBurch,
1985;
Persoon
etal.,1983].

Also, numerousstudies

have
been
conducted
ofthe"nonclassical"
polar
wind,
which

After
30years
ofintensive
'study,
itisnow
well
known
thatmay
contain;
forexample,
ionbeams
orhotelectrons.
Polar
the"classical"
polar
wind
isanambipolar
outflow
ofthermal
wind
studies
have
been
conducted
of itssupersonic
nature
plasma.
'Astheplasma
flows
upandoutof thetopside
[Banks
and
Ho!zer,
1968,
1969;
Raitt
etal.,1975;
Schunk
et

ionosphere along diverging geomagneticflux tubes, it
al., 1978], its anisotropicthermalstructure[Holzer et al., 1971;
undergoes
four major transitions,includinga transitionfrom Lernaire, 1972a; Lernaire and Scherer, 1970, 1973; Schunk and
chemical to diffusion dominance, a transition from subsonic to
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Watkins, 1981, 1982; Ganguli et al., 1987; Demars and
Schunk, 1989], its evolution through the collision-dominated
to collisionlesstransitionregion [Barakat et al., 1990; Wilson,
1992; Barghouthiet al., 1993], its inherentstability as well as
its stabilityin the presenceof bulk heating, H+ beams,and H+-
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ionospheredue to Te, Ti, or Ne variationsproducedisturbances
in
the polar wind. In particular, the horizontal motion of the
convecting plasma through the auroral oval and high electric
field regions producestransient large-scaleion upflows and
downflows, (2) The density structurein the polar wind is more
Cannata and Gombosi, 1989].
Studies have also been conducted of the extent to which
complicated than in the ionosphere becausethe vertical
variousprocessescan affect the polar wind, including charge propagation speeds change as the plasma convects into
regions,(3)Duringincreasing
magnetic
exchange [Moore, 1980; Barakat and Schunk, 1984b], differenthigh-latitude
photoelectrons[Lemaire, 1972b; Yasseenet al., 1989; Tam et activity, there is an overall increasein the polar wind outflow
al., 1995], elevatedthermal electron temperatures[Barakatand from the ionosphere, while the reverseis true for declining
Schunk, 1983; Wilson et al., 1990; Blelly and Alcaydd, 1994; magneticactivity. However, localizedionosphericdepletions
magneticactivity,andin these
Blelly et al., 1996], elevatedthermal ion temperaturesat low, canoccurduringincreasing
(4) Thereare
middle, and high altitudes[Raitt et al., 1977; Gombosi et al., regionsthe polarw•ndoutflowrateis reduced,
in the
1985; Gombosi and Killeen, 1987; Schunk and Sojka, 1989; significanttime delayswith respectto when disturbances
Loranc and St.-Maurice, 1994; Wilson, 1994], imposed ionosphere create disturbancesat high altitudesin the polar
transverseion heating[Li et al., 1988], hot electronsand ions wind.
The global simulationdiscussedby Schunkand Sojka [ 1989]
of magnetosphericorigin [LemaireandScherer,1978; Barakat
and Schunk, 1984a], centrifugal acceleration [Cladis, 1986; was for only one set of geophysical conditions and the focus
Swift, 1990; Horwitz et al., 1994; Demarset al., 1996], wave- was mainly on elucidating ionosphere-polar wind coupling
In this invest!gation,weconsider
fourgeophysical
particleinteractionsin the polarcap [Chenand Ashour-Abdalla, processes.
1990; Barakat and Barghouthi, 1994], and field-aligned auroral cases, including summer and winter solstices at both solar
Hence we are able to show how the
currents [Mitchell and Palmadesso, 1983; Ganguli and maximum and minimum.
Palmadesso, 1987, 1988; Gombosi and Nagy, 1989].
In stormtime response of the ionosphere-polar wind system
addition, studieshave been conductedto determine polar wind changes as the seasonal and solar cycle conditions change.
propagation characteristicsby imposing artificial density Also, much more information is provided on the global
enhancementsand depletions at various altitudes [Singh and responseas a function of altitude and time, and spatially
Schunk, 1985; Gombosi and Schunk, 1988; Ho et al., 1993; integratedion fluxes acrossselectedaltitudesare presentedas a
Blelly and Schunk, 1993]. Finally, many studieshave been functionof time throughoutthe storm period.
conductedin which different mathematical approaches were
comparedfor the samepolar wind scenario[Palmadesso
et al., 2. Coupled Ionosphere-Polar Wind Model
O+ counterstreaming [Barakat and Schunk, 1987, 1989;
Bergmannet al., 1988; Chen and Ashour-Abdalla,1990], and
the maximumion escapefluxes that are possible for different
seasonal and solar cycle conditions [Barakat et al., 1987;

1988; Demars and Schunk, 1992].

Our three-dimensionaltime-dependentmodel of the polar
The purposeof the abovediscussion
was simply to show the
wind consists of a low-altitude ionosphere-atmosphere
model
myriadof processesthat couldbe operatingin the "real" polar
and a high-altitudehydrodynamicmodel. The two modelsand
wind and the extensive work done to date.
Further details
their coupling are briefly described in the following
concerningthese processesand a more completereferencelist subsections.
can be foundin reviewsby Schunk[1988b], which covers work
doneprior to the mid-eighties,andby Ganguli [1996], which
2.1.
Low-Altitude
Ionospheric Model
primarily focuseson work done after the mid-1980s. The large
numberof possibleprocesses
mustbe kept in mind when results
The low-altitude model is a time-dependent, threefrom relatively simple simulations,containingonly one or two dimensional, multi-ion model of the global ionosphere that
coversthe altituderange from 90 to 800 km. With this model,
of the processes,
are comparedto satellitemeasurements.
Prior to the mid-1980s, nearly all of the theoretical studies the densitydistributionsof six ion speciesand the electronand
were for "steadystate"conditions,while after this time most of ion temperaturesare obtained from a numericalsolution of the
the work•:ocused
on the temporalcharacteristics
of the polar appropriatecontinuity, momentum,andenergy equations. At
wind. Exceptfor the three-dimensionalsimulationsby Schunk mid latitudesand high latitudes,the equationsare solved as a
and Sojka [1989] and Ganguli [1993, 1994], all of the time- function of altitude for an inclined magnetic field. The threedependentpolar wind simulationsconductedto date werebased dimensional nature of the model is obtained by following a
on "one-dimensional" models applied to single, "fixed" large numberof plasma flux tubes as they convect or corotate
locations, with the temporal variations driven by either througha moving neutralatmosphere.The model takes account
assumedor measuredenergy inputs. The three-dimensional of field-aligned diffusion, cross-field electrodynamicdrifts,
model recently developed by Ganguli [ 1993, 1994] self- thermospheric winds, polar wind escape, energy-dependent
consistently takes into accountcross-fieldtransport due to chemical reactions, neutral composition changes, ion
plasmainstabilities, but it has a restrictive spatial domain in production due to solar UV/EUV radiation and auroral
the directionperpendicularto B. On the other hand, the three- precipitation,thermal conduction,diffusion-thermalheat flow,
dimensionalmodel we developedis global, but it does not self- ion temperatureanisotropies, and a host of local heating and
cooling processes. The model also takes account of the
consistentlyinclude the effectsof plasmainstabilities.
Our three-dimensionalmodel is a time-dependentmulti-ion displacementbetween the geographic and geomagnetic poles.
modelof the global ionosphere-polarwind system. The model At the end of a simulation, the model outputs global density
coverslatitudesgreaterthan 50ø magneticand altitudesfrom 90 distributionsfor NO+, 02 +, N2+, N+, O+, He+, and electrons,
to 9000 km. In the first applicationof the model[Schunkand global Te and Ti distributions, the ion temperatureanisotropy
Sojka, 1989], we studiedthe temporalevolution of the global distribution, and the plasma diffusion, E x B drift, and windpolar wind in responseto changingmagnetospheric
conditions. induced velocity components [cf. Schttnk and Raitt, 1980;
From this studywe foundthat (1) Plasmapressurechangesin the Sojka and Schunk,1985; Schunk, 1988a, Sojka, 1989].
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2.2.

High-Altitude

altitude profiles of the ion and electron densities, velocities,
and temperaturesare obtained by solving time-dependent,
second-order,diffusion, and heat conductionequationsof the
parabolic type. The equationsare solved with a completely
implicit numericaltechniqueover the altituderange from 90 to
800 km. A 4 km spatialstepis usedin the verticaldirectionand
the time steptypically variesfrom 10 to 100 s as the flux tube
of plasmamovesalong a convectiontrajectory.
For the densityboundaryconditions,chemicalequilibriumis

Polar Wind Model

The high-altitudemodelis basedon a numericalsolutionof
the time-dependent, nonlinear, continuity and momentum

equationsfor H+, O+, andelectrons. The equationsare solved
along a diverging magnetic flux tube over the altitude range
from 500 to 9000 km.

The model takes account of the nonlinear

inertial terms,pressuregradients,gravity, polarizationelectric
fields, magneticfield divergence,anisotropicion temperatures,
chemical reactions,

Coulomb

collisions,
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and ion-neutral

assumed
at 90 km, andno escapeflux is assumed
for NO+, O2+,

collisions. The collision frequenciesadoptedare appropriate
N2+, andN+ at 800 km. The O+ flux at 800 km, at the beginning
for arbitraryrelative drifts and arbitrary temperaturedifferences
of a time step,is obtainedfrom the high-altitude hydrodynamic
betweenthe interactingspecies.
modelat the end of the previoustime step. For the temperature
The behavior of the ion and electron temperaturesare
boundaryconditions,local thermalequilibriumis assumedat 90
governedby simpleequationsof state. The electrontemperature
km, and ion and electron heat fluxes are specifiedat 800 km.
is assumedto be isotropic at all altitudesand, hence, only one The ion heat fluxes are taken to be zero because of a lack of

equation
of stateis needed.The H+ andO+ temperatures,
on the

measurements.The electronheat flux at 800 km dependson the
other hand, are anisotropic, and separateequationsof state are
solar zenith angle and on the intensity of electron
adoptedfor the parallel andperpendicular
temperatures
of each
precipitation. It is calculatedin the manner prescribedby
species[cf. Schunkand Sojka, 1989].
Schunket al. [1986].
Theoutputs
of themodelareglobaldistributions
for the H+,
In the high-altitude domain, profiles of the H+, O+, and
O+ and electron densities, field-aligned velocities, and
electron densities and drift velocities are obtained by solving
temperatures.
the time-dependent,nonlinear, hydrodynamicequationsalong
the magnetic field. The equations,which are hyperbolic, are
2.3.
Model Coupling and Numerical Details
solvedwith a flux-corrected-transport
(FCT) technique[cf. Boris
The low-altitude ionospheric model and the high-altitude and Book, 1976]. The equationsare solved over the altitude
hydrodynamic model are coupled in the manner shown rangefrom 500 to 9000 km with a spacestep that varies from
schematically
in Figure 1. The couplingis donefor eachof the 10 to 45 km and a time stepthat variesfrom 0.1 to 0.25 s as the
convectingflux tubesof plasma. In the low-altitudedomain, flux tube moves along a convection trajectory. The varying
spatialand temporalstepsand the relativelysmall time step are
needed in order to satisfy the numerical stability criterion
associated with the FCT technique. Hence there are many
hydrodynamicmodel time steps duringone ionospheric model
time step.
Note that the two models overlap each other in the 500 to
800 km region. This overlapping is neededso that the models
can provide more reliable boundary conditions to each other.

9000k

Polar
WindModel
ExB

800
km
500

t

t

For the hydrodynamicmodel, the O+ density and velocity
boundaryvaluesat 500 km and at the beginning of a time step
are obtainedfrom the low-altitude ionospheric model at the end

of its lasttime step. For H+, the boundarydensityat 500 km is
obtainedassumingchemicalequilibriumandusingthe O+, O and
H valuesfrom the low-altitude model at its last time step. The
H+ drift velocityat 500 km (in the chemicalequilibriumregion)
is assumed
to be zero. At the upperboundary(9000 km), the O+
and H+ drift velocities are obtained via extrapolation from

Ionosphere
Model

altitudes immediately below the boundary, but they are not
allowed to be downward. With regardto the temperatures,the
valuesobtainedfrom the low-altitude model at its last time step
at altitudes

between 500

and 800

km

are used in

the

hydrodynamic
model. Above800 km, the equationsof stateare
used[cf. Schunkand Sojka, 1989].

We did not includeHe+ in the high-altitudehydrodynamic
modelfor this studybecausethis wouldhave significantly
increasedthe computingtime.

Figure 1. Schematic
diagramshowingthe couplingof the
low-altitudeionosphericmodeland the high-altitudepolar
wind model. The ionosphericmodelis solvedover the altitude
rangefrom90 to 800 km andthe hydrodynamic
modelover the
rangefrom500 to 9000km. The modelsare runin parallelfor

3. Magnetospheric-Atmospheric
InputsandInitial
Conditions

As with all geophysical
models,ourglobalionosphere-polar
windmodelrequires
severalinputs.In the high latituderegion,
eachconvecting
flux tubeof plasma.Thespaceandtime steps the most important inputs are the plasma convection and
used in the two models are different.
particleprecipitationpatterns,and the thermospheric
densities,
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magnetic
field(1MF)andBy> 0 in thenorthern
temperatures,
andwinds.Fortime-dependent
simulations,
these interplanetary
[Heppnerand Maynard,1987]. This is an
inputsmustbe specifiedas a functionof time. In this hemisphere
two-cell
convection
pattern
withenhanced
flowin
investigation,our interest is in studying the temporal asymmetric,
variations of the global polar wind during changing the dawncell. Duringchangingmagneticactivity, the size of
magnetospheric
conditions,
with the emphasis
on how time the patternandthe crosspolar cap potential(•) are varied
followingthe Kp variationshownin Figure2.
varyingplasmaconvection
andparticleprecipitationpatterns continuously,
by Heppner[1973] is
affect the polar wind. In the simulations,an "idealized" The Simplelinearrelationshipproposed
geomagnetic
stormis configured,
and then the "global" usedto relateKp to •; ß = 20 + 13 Kp (keV). For auroral
theHardyet al. [1985]modelis used. As
response
of thepolarwindis calculated
for different
seasonalelectronprecipitation,
andsolarcycleconditions. Of particularinterestis how the with the convection electric field pattern, the precipitation
according
to the Kp variation
polarwindresponds
at high, middle,andlow altitudesto the patternis variedcontinuously
stormandthen how the responsechangesas the seasonaland shownin Figure2. Duringchangingmagneticactivity, both
ß

solar cycle conditionschange.

the size of the oval and the intensityof precipitationchange.

3.1.

3.2.

Magnetospheric Inputs

Atmospheric Inputs

The atmospheric
response
to changingmagneticconditions
We do not attemptto modela specificgeomagnetic
storm,
with the ionosphere-polar
wind
whichcanbe complex,Instead,wetry to capture
the essential is not modeledself-consistently
response.
For
the
atmospheric
densities
and
temperatures,
we
featuresof a storm, includingthe growth, main, and decay
use
the
MSIS
empirical
model
[Hedin
et
al.,
1977].
Four
phasesaswell astheoverallvariations
in theconvection
and
includingsolar minimum
precipitationpatternsthat are expected
duringthe different geophysicalcasesare considered,
= 70X 10'22W m'2Hz'l) andsolar
maximum
(Fl0.7= 210
phases.SpeCifically,
asmagnetic
activityincreases,
it is well (F10.7
x
10
'22
W
m
'2
Hz
'!)
for
both
summer
(day
183)
and
winter(day
knownthattheplasma
convection
andauroral
precipitation
patterns
expand,
thattheconvection
speeds
increase,
andthat 356) solstices.For the neutralwindpattern,weusethe simple
by Sojkaet al. [1981]. With this model,the
particleprecipitation
becomes
moreintense.Thereverseis modeldiscussed
knownto occurduringdecreasing
magnetic
activity.Theseare wind blows from 1300 LT over the polar region to 0100 LT.

Thewindspeed
at F regionheights
is 55 m s'l onthedayside

the essential storm features that we want to model.

the wind
Figu?e
2 shows
theassumed
variationof Kp for ouridealized and250 m s'l on the nightside.Nearthe terminator,
geomagnetic
storm.Initially,Kp is constant
andequalto 1. At variessmoothlyfrom the daysideto the nightsidevalue. Note
0400UT, Kp increases
exponentially
overa 1-hourperiodfrom that the nightsidewind is consistentwith the "average"
1 to 6. This valueis maintainedfor a 1-hourperiod,andthenKp

meridionalwind measuredin the dark polarcapby Meriwetheret

decreases
exponentiallyto 1 overa 4-hourperiod. After this al. [1988].
time,Kp is heldfixedat 1. Changingmagneticconditions During a geomagneticstorm, the neutral densities,
andwindscanchangeappreciably,
depending
on
occuronly overa 6-hourperiod,from0400 to 1000UT. The temperatures,
andduration
of thestormandon theseasonal
and
simulation is then continued for an additional 6 hours in order to themagnitude
the atmospheric
allowsufficienttimefor the polarwindto relaxbackto a quiet solarcycleconditions.In our simulations,
time situation.
parameters
changewithtimethrough.the
temporal
change
of the
Thedependence
of theconvection
patternon Kpis still not Ap magneticindex,whichis an input to the massspectrometer
well known. However,in our study,Kp is only usedas a guide incoherent scatter (MSIS)empirical model. In general,
in producinga time-varyingconvectionpattern. The however,the thermosphericchangesduringa storm can be
by MSIS. For our idealizedstorm,
convectionpattern adoptedfor the studyis the Heppner- largerthanthosepredicted
duringa 6-hourperiod,but the
Maynard"BC" pattern,whichis appropriate
for southwardmagneticactivityis enhanced
largest
enhancement
occurs
duringthefirst 3 hours,from0430
to 0730UT (Figure2). At solarminimum,
thetimeconstantfor
accelerating
theneutralatmosphere
in andabovetheF regionis
of theorderof severalhoursto a day [Killeenet al., 1984], and
thereforeour neglect of the self-consistentatmospheric
response
shouldnot affectourresults.At solarmaximum,on
the otherhand,the atmospheric
response
timeis of the orderof
1 to 3 hours. In this case, our neglectof the self-consistent

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 15

UT

atmospheric
response
couldleadto quantitative
errors,but we
expectour resultsto be qualitativelycorrect. Also, recent
model-data
comparisons
indicatethat the coupledionospherethermosphere
models significantly overestimateelectron
densitychanges
duringstorms
[PrOlss
et al., 1997],andit is not
clearthata betterquantitative
resultwill beobtained
witha selfconsistent
thermosphere.
At any rate,the inclusionof a selfconsistentthermosphere
would greatly increasethe CPU
resources
needed,which are alreadysubstantial.

Figure 2. Variation
of Kp withtimefor an idealized
geomagnetic
storm.Priorto thestorm
Kp= 1. Theactivity 3.3.
commencesat 0400 UT.

The increasein activity is

exponential
andlastsfor1 hour,Kpthenremains
constant
for
1 hour,andthis is followedby a 4-hourexponential
decayin

activity.

Trajectory Selection and Initial Conditions

With our global model,convectingplasmaflux tubesare
followedas theymovein response
to magnetospheric
electric
fields(i.e., in response
to the time varyingHeppner-Maynard
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Geomagnetic
180

270'

9O

Geomagnetic
180

270

9O

0

Figure3. Locations
of the159"polarwind"fluxtubesat (top)0300UT and(bottom)
0600UT. Throughout
thesimulation,
thecoverage
in thepolarregionat highaltitudes
wassimilarto thatshownin thetwopanels.
At low altitudes,1000 plasmaflux tubeswere followed.
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Plate 1. Snapshotof the O+ densitydistributionat 0400 UT and 500 km in a rectangularpolar format.

Magnetic
latitude
andMLTcoordinates
areused
andthecolorcoding
corresponds
to 1og10[n(O+),
cm'3].The
densities are for winter, solar minimum conditions.

convectionpattern). Thereforethe spatialresolutionin latitude
and longitudedependson the numberof flux tubesselected. The
low-altitude ionospheric model is, relatively speaking,
computationallyefficient and we were able to follow 1000 flux
tubesfor this study. The high-altitudehydrodynamicmodel, on
the other hand,is CPU intensive,and thereforeit was coupledto
only 159 of the 1000 low-altitude flux tubes. Nevertheless,
with a judiciouschoiceof convectingflux tubes,it was possible
to maintain good coverageof the polar region throughoutthe
storm simulation. Figure 3 showsthe locationsof the 159 flux
tubesat 0300 UT, which is prior to the storm, and at 0600 UT,
which is during an active time when Kp = 6. Although the
plasmaflux tubes continually move, the coverageof the highlatitudedomain remainsfairly uniform.
To start a storm simulation, we first obtain a diurnally
reproducibleionosphere-polarwind solution for a given set of
geophysical conditions and Kp = 1. Then, at 0300 UT, we
follow the Kp variation shown in Figure 2. For the four
geophysicalcasesconsidered,the total CPU time usedfor this

studyis equivalentto 1320 hourson the CRAY XMP-processor.
The disk storagerequirementsamountedto 1.6 Gbytes.
3.4.
Comparison With
Dimensional
Simulation

Previous ThreeSetup

It is useful to compare our current storm simulation setup
with that usedpreviously[Schunkand Sojka, 1989]. In our first
study,we only consideredone geophysicalcase(solar minimum
winter). We useda Heelis et al. [1982] "symmetric" two-cell
convection pattern, a Spiro et al. [1982] auroral oval, the
growthanddecayof Kp were linear,andthe maximumKp was 8.
In this study, we consider four geophysical cases. The
convection is an "asymmetric"two-cell pattern [Heppner and
Maynard, 1987], the auroraloval is dueto Hardyet al. [ 1985],
the growth and decayof Kp are exponential, and the maximum
Kp is 6. Therefore, by comparing the present winter solar
minimum case with our previous simulation, we can see the
effects of using an asymmetric versus symmetric convection
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9O
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Plate 2a. Snapshots
of the O+ densitydistributionover the polar region at 500 km (bottomrow), 1000 km
(middlerow)and 4000 km (top row) at a half-hour interval from 0400 to 1000 UT (left to right). Each
rectangularplot extendsfrom 50ø to 90ø magneticlatitudeand0-24 MLT. The O+ densitiesare color coded
with a fixed color key at eachaltitude,but thereis a differentcolor key at the differentaltitudes. The color keys

correspond
to anO+ density
variation
of a factor
of 20at 500 km, a factorof 103at 1000km, anda factorof
106at 4000 km. The densitiesare for winter,solarminimumconditions.

patternand an exponentialversuslinear Kp variation. Then, for O+ to NO+ composition changes[Schunket al., 1975]. The
a givengeomagnetic
stormscenario,we candeterminethe polar latter process is particularly important in that a rapid
wind responsefor differentseasonaland solarcycleconditions. conversionof O+ into NO+ actsto depletethe sourceof H+ and
can result in lower polar wind densities. All of these
ionospheric processes are included in our polar wind
4. Polar Wind Simulations
simulations,but we will not discussthem here since they have
The main focusof the study is on showing how the polar been extensivelydescribedin previouspublications.
In what follows, the storm variations for the different
wind responseto a geomagneticstorm varies with seasonaland
solar cycle conditions. Although our global polar wind model seasonaland solar cycle conditions will be displayed from
coversthe 90 to 9000 km altituderange, we will only present different perspectives. First, becausethe polar wind can be
resultsfor altitudesabove 500 km, which is the region where highly dynamicand exhibit a complex temporalbehavior, it is
the H+ outflow occurs. Also, numerouspapers have been instructive to show the variations along a "representative"
publishedon the responseof the low-altitude ionosphereto a plasmaflux tube as it convectsacrossthe polar region. Next,
rangeof plasmaconvectionand particle precipitation patterns, snapshotsof the H+ and O+ density distributionsat selected
both constant and time varying, as well as to a wide range of altitudes and as a function of time will be shown so that the
can be elucidatedthroughout
geophysicalconditions,and there is no need to reproducethose global polar wind characteristics
Finally,thetotalion flowrate(ionss-l)
results[cf. Sojka, 1989; Robie and Ridley, 1994; Fuller-Rowell thestormsimulation.
over the entire polar regionat selectedaltitudesas a functionof
et al., 1988, and references therein].
It is, however, worth mentioning some of the important time will be shown for both H + and O +.
physical and chemical processesthat occur in the ionosphere 4.1.
Solar
Minimum
Winter
Simulation

below

500

km.

It

is

well

known

that

auroral

electron

precipitation leads to enhanced electron densities and
temperatures[cf. Kelly, 1989]. Also, electric field heating
results in elevated ion and neutral temperatures[Walker and
Rees, 1968], bi-Maxwellian or toroidal ion velocity
distributions [St.-Maurice and Schunk, 1979], and significant

Figure 4 showsa representativeconvection trajectory in a
magnetic latitude-MLT referenceframe. At the start of the
simulation (0300 UT), the plasma flux tube following this
trajectory is located at about 1900 MLT and 67ø magnetic
latitude(shownby the soliddot in Figure 3). Subsequently,the
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Plate 2b. Snapshots
of theH+ densitydistributions
thatareassociated
withtheO+ densities
shownin Plate
2a. The plottingformatis similarto thatfor Plate2a. The colorkeyscorrespond
to an H+ densityvariationof
a factor of 30 at 500 km, a factor of 100 at 1000 km, and a factor of 30 at 4000 km.

plasmaflux tube moves sunwardand enters the dayside"storm"
oval, passesthrough the convection throat, moves antisunward
acrossthe polar cap, entersthe "quiet" nocturnaloval, and then
leavesthe eveningoval near the end of the trajectory.
Figure 5a showsthe temporal variations of the temperatures

the O+ density (between 0600 and 0900 UT).

These storm-

enhancedO+ densitiesin the polar cap that persist after the
stormleadto enhancedH+ densitiesandescapefluxesat higher

altitudes, and this results in a time delay in the buildup of the
maximumglobalH+ escaperate(to be discussed
later). Finally,
(Te, Ti, Tn),densities(O+, O, H), andO+ verticalvelocity along betweenabout0930 to 1400 UT, the convecting flux tube is in
the convectiontrajectoryat an altitudeof 500 km. This altitude the "quiet"nighttimeauroraloval. Here Te andTi are elevated,
is selectedfor presentationbecausethe H+ outflow typically the O+ flow is initially upward,andthereis a slowbuildupof the
begins above this altitude and becauseit is one altitude where O+ densityat 500 km, but the increasesare smaller than what
the ionospheric and polar wind models are coupled. The occurredin the daytime stormoval.
increasein Te to almost 4800 K between0400 and 0600 10T
Figure 5b shows the temporal variation of the H+ and O+
resultsfrom heating dueto electron precipitation in the storm densitiesand drift velocitiesalong the convectiontrajectory at
auroraloval. The increasein Ti duringthis periodis primarily a 2500 km altitude. As the flux tube first entersthe daytime storm
result of ion-neutral frictional heating in the region of large oval, both the H+ and O+ flows are upward,with the drift
electric fields. These increases in Te and Ti result in a velocityapproaching
16 km s-i for H+ and3.5 km s-I for O+
substantial
O+ upflow,with Te beingthemaindriverin this case (both ions are supersonic).After this initial surge,the H+ drift
becauseTe is substantiallylarger than Ti. Associatedwith the velocity
firstdecreases
to 3.5kms-I andthenincreases
to more
O+ upflow is an O+ density enhancement,but its peak lags than 20 km s'i. The O+ ions, on the other hand, flow down
behindthat of the upflow becausethe O+ upflow is a relatively shortlyafter 0500 UT, as they do at lower altitudes(Figure 5a).
slow diffusionprocessat and below 500 km. The H+ ions are in Despitethe reversalin flow direction,O+ is the "dominantion"
chemicalequilibriumat 500 km, and hencethe H+ velocity is at 2500 km during mostof the time that the magneticactivity is
negligibly small. The changes in the neutral densities and enhanced,from about 0430 to 0630 UT (Figure 2). The O+
temperature are a result of the temporal variation of the density is also comparableto the H+ density in the quiet
magnetic activity index that is an input to the MSIS nocturnal oval, where Te is elevated. Along the whole
atmosphericmodel. Upon exiting the daysideoval, there is a trajectory,the H+ flow is upwardat 2500 km, but the O+ flow is
rapiddecrease
in bothTe andTi and, as a consequence,
O+ flows both upward and downward, which results in H+-O+
downas the topsideionosphere
collapses.The O+ flow remains counterstreaming. Furthermore,the H+ density displays a
downwardat 500 km throughout most of the traversal of the relativelyslowvariation,
withn(H+) ~ 60 cm-3, whilethe O+
polar cap, and associatedwith this downflow is a slow decayof densityvaries by more than six ordersof magnitude.
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12 MLT

6 UT

18

Figure 4. Convectiontrajectoryof a representative
flux tube of plasmaduringchangingmagneticactivity.
At the startof the simulationthe flux tube is located at about 1900 MLT and 67 ø magnetic latitude, as shown

by the soliddot in Figure3. The tick marksalongthe trajectoryindicatethetimesin universaltime hours.

throughout
the stormsimulation.This displayis usedso that
onecanquicklyseethe "relative"changesover the entirepolar
it is converiient to introducea rectangularplotting format so regionas a functionof time andaltitude.
thatsnapshots
of theentirepolarregion
canbestacked
side-by- The primary featuresto be noted in Plate 2a are the time
side (different times) and on top of each other (different delaysin the O+ responseto the storm. Initially, whenthe
altitudes).
Plate1 showsa representative
rectangular
plot of the storm commences,there is an O+ upwelling throughoutthe
O+ density distributionin the polar region for winter, solar polar region in responseto the elevatedelectron and ion
minimum conditions. This plot correspondsto a snapshotof temperatures,
butthereis a half-hourtime delayassociated
with
at highaltitudes
thatis relatedto
the O+ densityat 0400 UT and500 km altitudeover the polar theO+ densityenhancement
region from 50ø to 90ø magneticlatitudeand 0000 to 2400 the O+ transittime from low to high altitudes. During the peak
MLT. The density distribution is color coded, with red of the stoma(0500 to 0600 UT), there is a relative increasein
corr.
esponding
to highdensities
andblueto lowdensities.
The the O+ densitythroughoutthe polar region at both 1000 and
in response
to the elevated
highdensities
between0800 to 1800MLT and500-60ø latitude 4000 km asthe upwellingcontinues
(positivestormeffect),andthenthereis a
correspondto the daysidesunlit region. The low densities plasmatemperatures
(blue)surrounding
this region(500-65ø latitude;1800 to 0900 relative decrease in n(O+) as the storm subsides and the
MLT) is the main electron density trough. The moderate temperatures
decrease(t > 6.5 hours). At 500 km, however,
densities(yellow-red)between65ø and 85ø latitudeon the n(O+) displays
a generalincrease
fromabout0500 to 0800 UT
morningside(0100 to 1200 MLT)correspond to the auroral dueto the production
of ionizationat low altitudesassociated
oval. Finally,thedensities
nearthetopof theplot arein the with the ongoingprecipitationandits subsequent
diffusionto
polarcap. Notethatat 4 UT, whichis just beforethe storm,the 500 km. Hencethetemporalvariationof n(O+) is "opposite"at
O+ densityvariationover the polar regionis abouta factor of high andlow altitudesbetweenabout0600 to 0800 UT (i.e.,

In order to display the "global" characteristicsof the
ionosphere-polar
windsystemasa functionof altitudeandtime,

20.

during the storm'srecoveryphase).

Plate2a showsthe globalmorphology
of O+ duringandafter

Plate 2b showsthe global morphologyof the H+ density
the storm. Plate % showssnapshotsof the O+ density variation that is associatedwith the O+ morphologyshownin
distribution at 500 km (bottom row), 1000 km (middle row), and Plate 2a. The plotting formatis similar for both plates. The
4000 km (top row)at a half-hourinterval from 0400 to 1000 primary feature to note is that shortly after the storm
UT. Eachrectangularsnapshotcoversthe entire polar region commencesthere is an "H+ blowout" throughoutthe polar
usingthe formatshownin Plate 1. The bottom-left snapshot region at all altitudesas a consequence
of the relatively large
(0400 UT and 500 km)is identical to Plate 1. As before, red upwardflow associatedwith the elevatedelectron and ion
corresponds
to highdensities
andblue to low densities,but the temperatures
(see0500 UT). This corresponds
to a "negative
different altitudeshave different color scalesthat are kept fixed stormeffect"andis "opposite"
to whathappens
to O+. The net
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regionare shownat five altitudes(500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and

,

8000 km) and at a 5-min time interval from 0400 to 1000 UF
(i.e., 73 polar region plots at each altitude). Since each

4800

rectangular
plot is small,the detailedfeatures
shownin Plates

3600

2a and 2b are lost, but the gross polar wind behavior as a
function
of altitude and time can be easily seen simply by
Te
2400
observing the color variations. In particular, Plate 3a clearly
showsthe enhancedO+ densitiesabove 1000 km starting at
1200
.
I
0515 UT and their subsequent
slow decayafter the storm. Plate
.=-•-:'-::-.'-'"" ":-:
................
:..-..:..:.:.::..:..•.•.
..................
•..i..¾..:2:.:..:.;.. 3b showsthe H+ blowoutthatoccursprior to andduringthe time
T,•
the O+ densityis enhanced
at highaltitudes,which resultsin O+
o
400
being the dominant ion at high altitudesover the bulk of the
polar regionfrom about0515 to nearly 0800 UT (well after the
,

,

,

,

300

•.

storm's
mainphase).Alsoclearlyseenin Plate3aisthegradual
buildupof the O+ densityat 500 km. In addition,both figures

200

E

'-'

100

'G

0

>

-lOO

o

show that the different altitudesdisplay different responsetimes
dueto the finite time it takes flow featuresto propagate from
low to high altitudes.
Another parameterthat is useful in discussingthe global

polarwindis theionflowrate(ionss'l) across
a givenaltitude

-I-

o

integrated over latitudes greater than 50ø magnetic. The
variation of this parameterversustime is shown in Figures6a
and6b for O+ andH+, respectively.Figures6a and6b showthe

-200
-300

ion flow rate at five altitudes (500, 1000, 4000, 7000, and 8622
km). It shouldbe emphasizedthat at a given altitudeandtime,

8.00

thereare polar regionswherethe ionsflow up and other regions
wherethey flow down, and thesehave been integratedover to

.......---%

•

6.75

.'"

""'.-.

0

obtain the net flow rate.

Duringhighmagneticactivity(0430 to 0630 UT), the net O+
"o

H
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flow is initially upwardand thenit is downward,exceptat 8622
km whereit is upwardthroughoutthis time period. However,
the O+ flow rate at high altitudesis two ordersof magnitude
lower than at low altitudes. At 8622 km, the maximumupward

O+ flowrateis3 x 1023ionss'l, whichoccurs
duringthemain
phaseof the storm(between0500 and0600 UT). For H+, on the
otherhand,the net flow rateis upwardat all altitudesandtimes,
and at 8622 km the flow rate correspondsto the global H+
escaperate. Duringthe storm'sgrowthphase,the H+ flow rate

Figure 5a. Temporalvariation of the (top) temperatures, decreases at all altitudes. It reaches a minimum at about 0500
(middle)O+ vertical drift velocity, and (bottom) densitiesat UT and then increasesthroughoutthe main phase(0500 to 0600
500 km for a plasma flux tube following the convection UT). However,
themaximum
H+ escape
rate(1.7 x 1025ions

trajectory shown in Figure 4.
minimum

winter

The results are for solar

conditions.

s'l) occurs
at 0700UT, whichis onehourafterthe storm'smain
phase. The reasonfor this behavior is as follows. Before the
stormthe polar wind is in equilibriumwith the quietunderlying
ionosphere. As magnetic activity increases,the associated

effect is that O+ is the dominantion at high altitudes(4000 km) increases
in Te andTi actto increasethe H+ upwardvelocities
throughout
the polar region duringenhancedmagneticactivity anddepletethe H+ ionsthatconstitute
the initialpolarwind(the
(from about0500 to 0630 UT). Subsequently,
as the O+ density H + blowout),and consequently,
the globalescaperate decreases

buildsupat lowaltitudes,
theH+ densityincreases
dueto the O+
+ H•

H+ + O reaction, but the relative increase occurs more

with time. Subsequently,
duringthe storm'smain phase,the O+
densitybeginsits gradualincreaseand this increasingsourceof

quicklyat 1000 km (morningoval at 0530 UT) than at either H+ accounts
for the gradualincreasein the H+ escaperate. The
500 or 4000 km. Therefore,even though there is a negative time delay in the O+ de.nsity buildupexplainsthe delay in the
storm effect at 500 and 4000 km throughoutthe polar region, establishment
of the maximumglobalH+ escaperate.
the morning auroraloval displaysa positive stormeffect at
1000 km, which indicateshow complex storm variations can 4.2.
Solar
Maximum
Summer
Simulation
be. At 500 km, on the otherhand,the increasein n(H+) afterthe
With regardto geophysicalconditions,this solar maximum
stormoccursmoregradually,followingthe O+ densitybuildup
that occurswith a 3-hour time delay to achieve the maximum summer case is opposite to the solar minimum winter case
storm-associated densities.
discussedin the previous subsection. However, except for the
Theglobalmorphologies
of theO+ andH+ densityvariations changeof Fl0.7 from 70 to 210 andthe day numberfrom 356 to
are moreevidentin Plates3a and 3b. Theseplateshavea format 183, the storm simulation is the sameas in the previouscase.
that is similar to Plates 2a and 2b, except that more snapshots The main differences in the two cases are that the bulk of the
are presented. Specifically,snapshotsover the entire polar polarregionis sunlitin summerandthatthe neutralatmosphere
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Figure5b. Temporal
variation
of the(top)ionvertical
driftvelocities
and(bottom)
densities
at2500km
for a plasmaflux tui• following the convectiontrajectoryshownin Figure4. The resultsare for solar
minimum

winter

conditions.

O+ velocitiesare generallysmallerfor solarmaximumsummer
significantly
differentH+ andO+ densities,drift velocities,and than for solarminimumwinter. Finally, it shouldbe notedthat
temperatures.
althoughthe H+ densityat 500 km is abouta factorof 10 lower
is significantly different. These differences,in turn, lead to

Thesedifferencesare shownin Figure7a, wherethe temporal
variationsof the temperatures
(Te, Ti, Tn), densities(O+, O, H),
and O+ verticalvelocityare shownat an altitudeof 500 km for a
flux tube of plasma following the convection trajectory in
Figure4. A carefulcomparisonof the two-geophysicalcases
(Figures5a and 7a) indicatesthat at solar maximumsummerTn
is a factorof 2 higher, atomic oxygen is a factor of 11 higher,
O+ is a factorof 22 higher,andatomichydrogenis a factorof 18
lower than the correspondingvaluesat solar minimum winter.
The net effectis that the H+ density at 500 km is abouta factor

at solar maximum summer than at sølar minimum winter, at

of 10 lower at solar maximum

to lowdensities.In summer,
the bulk of the polarregionis

summer than at solar minimum

winter. On the other hand, the peak upwardO+ velocity during
the storm at solar maximum summer (100 m/s) is not that

2500kmit is onlyslightlylower(30 versus
50 cm'3).This
indicatesthat a substantialamount of H+ is producedat high
altitudes for solar maximum summer due to the elevated O+
densities.

The globalmorphology
of the O+ densitydistributionin the
polar regionfor the summersolarmaximumcaseis shownin

Plate4a, wheresnapshots
are shownat threealtitudes(500,
1000 and4000 km) and at a half-hourinterval from 0400 to
1000UT. As before,red corresponds
to high densitiesandblue
sunlit, and hence the densities are greater and the density
distribution is more uniform than in winter. For example, at

differentthan the peak value at solarminimumwinter (300 m/s). 500 km and0400 UT, the O+ densityvariesby only a factorof 4
Since the O+ density is 22 times larger at solar maximum overthe polarregion,whereasfor the wintercasethe variation

of 20(Plate1). Theprimary
feature
seen
inPlate,i,ais
summer,
a muchlargerupwardO+ flux occursat solarmaximum isa factor
summerthan at solarminimumwinter. For example, at 800 km thatduringthepeakof thestorm(0500 to 0630 UT) thereis an
the upward
O+ flux approaches
4 x 109 cm'2 s'1 at solar increasein the O+ density in the polar region at 4000 km
maximum
summer
andonly about2 x 108 cm'2 s'l at solar (positive storm effect), while at 500 km there is a decrease
minimum winter for the plasma flux tube following the (negativestormeffect). That is, the temporalmorphologiesare
trajectoryin Figure4 (thisresultis not shown). However,when oppositeat highandlow altitudes.The temporalmorphologies
Te decreases
andthe topsideionosphere
collapses,
the downward are also oppositeduringandafter the storm'srecoveryphase,
at high
O+ flux at 800 km is greaterthan 109 cm'2 s'! in both butthey arereversed.Then,the O+ densitydecreases
geophysicalcases.
Figure 7b showsthe temporalvariation of the H+ and O+
densitiesanddrift velocitiesalong the convectiontrajectoryat
2500 km altitude. Comparing these to the solar minimum
winter case (Figure 5b) reveals some important differences.
First, for solar maximum summerO+ is the dominant ion at all

altitudes and increasesat low altitudes due primarily to the
downflow associatedwith the decreasingplasma temperatures.

Notethattheseresultsaredifferentfromwhatoccursfor winter
solar minimum conditions. In that case, the O+ density
increasesat all altitudesduring the peak of the storm, and only

in the recoveryphasearethe temporalmorphologiesopposite

timesat thisaltitude,withtheO+ densityapproaching
6 x 103 at high and low altitudes.
Plate4b showsthe global morphologyof the H+ density
cm'3 duringthestorm,whereas
for the solarminimum
winter
casethe O+ densityis typically severalordersof magnitude variation that is associatedwith the O+ morphologyshownin
lowerthantheH+ density. Next, the magnitudes
of the H+ and Plate4a. The main featureto noteis that duringthe peak of the
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Figure 6a. 04. flowrate(ionss'l) asa function
of timeat selected
altitudes.Theflowrateis obtained
by
integratingthe 04. flux overtheentirepolarregionat eachaltitude. The resultsarefor wintersolarminimum
conditions.
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Figure6b. H+ flowrate(ionss'l) asa function
of timeat selected
altitudes.Theflowratecalculations
and
geophysicalconditionsare the sameas for Figure 6a.
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Plate 4a. Snapshots
of the O+ densitydistribution
over the polarregionat 500 km (bottomrow), 1000 km
(middlerow), and4000 km (top row) at a half-hour interval from 0400 to 1000 UT (left to right). Each
rectangularplot extendsfrom 50ø to 90ø magneticlatitudeand0-24 MLT. The color key is fixed at a given
altitude,but it is differentat the differentaltitudes.The color keys correspondto an O+ densityvariation of a
factor of 4 at 500 km, a factor of 6 at 1000 km, and a factor of 30 at 4000 km. The densities are for summer,
solar maximum

conditions.

storm (0500 to 0630 UT) the H+ density in the polar region
increases at 4000 km and decreasesat 500 km (opposite
behavior). In and after the storm'srecoveryphase, the trend is
reversed.The H+ densitybasically decreases
at 4000 km and
slowly increasesat 500 km. This generalbehavior of the H+
densitymorphologyis the sameas that exhibitedby O+ (Plate
4a), i.e., the ions vary in phase for summersolar maximum
conditions, andthis is dueprimarily to the fact that H+ is in
chemical equilibriumwith O+ to a relatively high altitude
becauseof the large O+ and atomic oxygen densitiesthat occur
for theseconditions. However, this is again different from the
H + behavior for winter solar minimum conditions, where an H+
densityblowoutoccursduring the peak of the storm.
Birds-eyeviews of the O+ andH+ densitymorphologiesare
shownin Plates5a and 5b, respectively,wheresnapshots
of the
entire polar region are shown at five altitudesand at a 5-min
time intervalfrom 0400 to 1000 UT. Clearly evident are the O+
andH+ densitydecreases
at 500 km duringthe storm'speak and
the densityincreasesat 4000 km. However,Plate 5a showsthat
the O+ density increasesat all altitudesabove about 1000 km
duringthe storm,but there are time delays associatedwith both
the buildupand decayof the enhancedO+ densitiesthat vary
with altitude. The H+ temporal behavior at high altitudesis
similar to that of O+, but not as clear.

A carefulcomparisonof the H+ and O+ densities at high
altitudes (Plate 4a versus 4b; Plate 5a versus 5b) indicates that
for summer-solar maximum conditions O + is the dominant ion to

altitudesup to 8000 km throughoutthe polar region during
enhancedgeomagnetic activity. This is a significant result
becauseonly the classicalpolar wind hasbeenmodeled;i.e., no
high-altitudeenergy sourceshave been included. This subject
will be discussed in more detail later.

With regardto the ion flow rate acrossa given altitude, the
temporal variation of the O+ flow rate for summer solar
maximumis qualitatively very similar to that shown in Figure
6a for winter

solar minimum.

This is the case for each of the

selectedaltitudesin Figure 6a. However,the O+ flow ratesare
larger for summer solar maximum than for winter solar
minimum. For example,duringthe storm,the maximumupward
O+ flow rate at 8622 km is 3 x 1023 ions s-1 for winter solar

minimum
(Figure6a) and2 x 1024ionss-l for summer
solar
maximum(not shown). For H+, on the otherhand,the temporal
variation

of the flow rate is not that similar

for summer solar

maximum(Figure 8) to that for winter solar minimum (Figure
6b). Also, at each altitude, the H+ flow rates for summer solar
maximum are lower, by a factor of from 3 to 5, than those for
winter

4.3.

solar minimum.

Solar

Maximum

Winter

Simulation

The comparisonof this case with the two previous cases
leads to some interesting results in that the qualitative and
quantitativecomparisoncan matchdifferentcases. Considering
O+ first, the densitydistributionin the polar region displaysa
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Plate4b. Snapshots
of theH+ density
distributions
thatareassociated
withtheO+ densities
shownin Plate
4a. Thecolorkeyscorrespond
to an H+ densityvariationof a factorof 10 at eachaltitude,butthe absolute
densities decrease with altitude.

resultsfor O+ andH+. The O+ densitydistributionin the polar
region displaysa variation with time and altitude that is
That is, at 1000, 2000, 4000 and 8000 km there is an increase qualitativelyvery similar to the behaviorfor solar minimum
in the O+ densityduringenhanced
magneticactivity (0500 to winter conditions(Plate 3a). That is, there is an O+ density
the bulk of the polarregion
0630 UT), while there is a decreaseat 500 km (the decreaseis buildupat all altitudesthroughout
variation with time and altitude that is "qualitatively" very

similar to that shown in Plate 5a for solar maximum summer.

more extensive for this case of solar maximum winter).

from about 0530 to 0630 UT. For H +, on the other hand, the

versusaltitudeand
However,the total O+ flow rate displays a temporal variation temporalvariationof its densitydistribution
that is not too similar to either of the previous geophysical time is qualitativelymore similar to the behavior for solar
cases,but "quantitatively"the values are similar to those maximum summer conditions (Plate 5b).
obtained for the solar minimum winter case. For example, at

8622kmthepeakO+ flowrateduring
thestorm
is3 x 1023ions 4.5. Summary of Qualitative Stormtime Behavior
s'1forsolarminimum
winter(Figure
6a)and4.25 x l023ions
With regardto the variationof the ion densitydistributions

s'1 for this case of solar maximum winter.

For H+, the densitydistributionin the polarregiondisplaysa
variation with time and altitude that is "qualitatively" very
similar to that shown in Plate 3b for solar minimum

winter

in thepolarregion,thefollowingresultsareobtained.For O+,
the

stormtime

variations

in

summer

and in

winter

are

qualitatively
similarat solarmaximumandtheyarequalitatively
similar at solar minimum. However, the stormtime variations

conditions.In particular,
theH+ densityis significantly
reduced are different at solar maximum and minimum; i.e., for O+ the
at all altitudesduringenhanced
magneticactivity. Likewise,the solarcycle trendis moreimportant. For H+ the stormtime
temporalvariationof the total H+ flow rate is qualitatively variations at solar minimum and maximum are qualitatively
similar to the solar minimum winter case (Figure 6b), but similarin winterandagainin summer,but they differin winter
quantitativelythe valuesare similar to the solar maximum and summer. That is, for H+ the seasonal trend is more
summercase(Figure8). The H+ peakflow rateduringthe storm important.
is 4.75 x 1024ionss'l for solarmaximumsummerand5 x 1024
ions s'l for this caseof solar maximum winter.

5. Summary and Discussion
4.4.

Solar

Minimum

Summer

Simulation

A time-dependent,
three-dimensional,
multi-ionmodelof the
wind systemwas usedto determinethe
The comparisonof this case with the two main cases globalionosphere-polar
discussedin subsections4.1 and 4.2 again yields different system'sresponseto an idealizedgeomagneticstorm for
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differentseasonaland solarcycle conditions.The modelcovers
the altituderangefrom 90 to 9000 km for latitudesgreaterthan
50ø in the northern hemisphere. At low altitudes(90 to 800
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2500

km

a4
H+

km), three-dimensional
density(NO+, O2+,N:z+,O+, N+) and Z' 1a
temperature(Te, Ti,, Ti.L) distributions were obtained from a

numerical
solutionof the appropriate
continuity,momentum,
andenergyequations. At high altitudes(500 to 9000 km), the
time-dependent,
nonlinear, hydrodynamic
equationsfor H+ and

0 +

-9

O+ weresolved
self-consistently
withtheionospheric
equations
taking into account collisions, charge exchange chemical
reactions, flux tube divergence, and ion temperature

anisotropies.
Themodelcandescribe
supersonic
ion flow, •' a
shockformation,and ion energizationduring plasmaexpansion
o 0

events.

H+

Fourstormsimulations
of the "classical"
polarwindwere
conducted,
corresponding
to winter and summersolsticesat •-a
both solar maximum and minimum.

For each simulation, the

-6

magneticactivity level changedfrom quietto active and then
back to quietagain over a 5-hour period. When the activity
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11.3

13.4

15.5

Time (hours)
500
48OO

km

Figure7b. Temporal
variation
of the (top)ion verticaldrift
velocities
and(bottom)
densities
at 2500km fora plasma
flux
tubefollowingtheconvection
trajectory
shownin Figure4.
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Summary

The following results are common to all four of the
geophysicalcasesconsidered:
1. Plasma pressuredisturbancesin the ionosphere due to
variationsin Te, Ti, or electrondensityare reflectedin the polar
wind, but thereis a time delay becauseof the propagationtime
requiredfor the disturbance
to movefrom low to high altitudes.
2. Plasmaconvection through the auroraloval and high
electric field regions producestransient O+ upfiows and
downflows. Typically,the H+ upwardflows are enhancedwhen
the plasma convects into these regions and reducedwhen it

-100

-i-

o

level increased,the auroral oval and plasma convection pattern
expanded,particle precipitation becamemore intense, and the
convection electric field strengths increased. The reverse
occurredduring declining magnetic activity. Throughoutthe
storm period, the ionosphere-polarwind system was in a
continual state of horizontal motion, with the plasma
convectinginto and out of sunlight,the cusp,the polar cap, the
nocturnaloval, and the main trough.

3.
The density structure in the polar wind can be
considerably more complicated than in the underlying
ionosphere becauseof horizontal convection and changing
vertical propagation speeds due to spatially varying
ionospheric temperatures. For example, transient H+
downflowscan occurat intermediatealtitudeseven though the

3.00

3.0

5.1

7.2

9.3

11.3

13.4

15.5

H+ flow is upwardfrom the ionosphereand upwardat high
altitudes (9000 km).

Time (hours)

4. Duringthe storm,thereis an overallincreasein Te, Ti, and
the
O+ densityin the F region. The maximumTe and Ti occur
Figure 7a. Temporal variation of the (top) temperatures,
(middle) O+ vertical velocities, and (bottom) densitiesat 500 duringthe storm'smain phase,but the maximumO+ densities
km for a plasma flux tube following the trajectory shown in occur in the storm's recovery phase. This has a significant
Figure 4.
The results are for solar maximum summer effect on the temporal variation of H+ densitiesat high
conditions.

altitudes.
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Figure8. H+flowrate(ions
s'l) asafunction
oftimeatselected
altitudes.
Theflowrateis obtained
by

integratingthe H+ flux overtheentirepolarregionat eachaltitude.The resultsare for summersolar maximum
conditions.

5. During increasingmagneticactivity, thereis an overall

'increase
in thepolarwindoutflow
rate,butthereis a timedelay

3 x 1023ionss-I. ForH+, theintegrated
flowrateis upward
at
all altitudes and times. However, at 8622 km, the maximum H+

betweenthepeakof thestormandthemaximumH+ outflowrate. flow rateoccurs1 hourafterthe storm'smainphaseandis about
The comparisonof the different seasonaland solar cycle 1.7 x 1025 ions s'l.
casesyields the following generalresults:
2. For solarmaximumsummerconditions,thereis a large
1. For solar minimum winter conditions,both the H+ and O+

difference
in theionosphere-thermosphere
conditions
compared

velocities are typically upwardin the polar region during to those for solar minimum winter. At 500 km, the atomic
enhancedmagneticactivity. The ion drift velocities increase oxygendensityis a factorof 11 higher,the O+ densityis a
with altitudeandat highaltitudesbothionsare supersonic.For factorof 22 higher, the atomic hydrogendensityis a factorof
O+, themaximum
upwardvelocities
are300-500m s'l at 500km 18 lower,andtheH+ densityis abouta factorof 10 lower. The
and3-5 kms'l at 2500km,whileforH+ themaximum
upwardhigherO+ densitiesyield muchlargerupwardO+ fluxesduring

velocity
is of theorderof 20kms'l at2500kin. Astheplasma thestorm.At 800km,theupwardO+ fluxis about4 x 109cm'2
summer
andonlyabout
2 x 108cm-2s-l at
convectsout of the daysidestormoval andinto the polarcap, s'l atsolarmaximum
largeO+ downflows
canoccur,withthedownward
O+ velocityof solar minimumwinter. Also, becausethe bulk of the polar
the order of 7 km s'l at 2500 km.
regionis sunlitin summer,the ion densitydistributionstendto
During the peak of the storm (0500 to 0600 UT), thereis a

relativeincreasein the O+ densitythroughout
thepolarregion

be more uniform
minimum winter.

for solar maximum

summer than for solar

aboveabout 1000 km (positivestormeffect), and then thereis a
Duringthepeakof the storm,the O+ temporalmorphologies
relativedecrease
in n(O+) as the stormsubsides
(t > 6.5 hours). areopposite
at highandlow altitudes.The0 + densityincreases
However,at low altitudes(500 kin), thereis a generalincrease at high altitudes (positive storm effect) and decreasesat low
in n(O+) from about0500 to 0800 UT, so that the temporal altitudes (negative storm effect).
The O+ temporal
variationof n(O+) is "opposite"
at highandlow altitudes
during morphologies
are also oppositeduringthe recoveryphase,but
the recoveryphaseof the storm. For H+, on the other hand, they arereversed.For H+, the temporalmorphologies
at high
thereis an "H+ blowout"throughout
the polar region at all andlow altitudesare in phasewith the O+ morphologies.That
altitudesshortly after the stormcommences(negativestorm is, duringthe storm'speak,n(H+) increases
at highaltitudesand
effect), which is oppositeto what occursfor O+. The net result decreasesat low altitudes, and then the trend is reversed in the
is thatO+ is the dominantion to altitudesashigh as9000 km recoveryphase.Notethat theseH+ andO+ temporalvariations
throughoutthe bulk of the polar region during enhanced are different from what occurs at solar minimum winter. Another
magnetic activity.
very importantresult is that during enhancedgeomagnetic
ForO+, theintegrated
flow rateacrossa givenaltitude(ions activityO+ is the dominantion up to 8000 km throughout
the

s'l) isinitiallyupward
during
stormcommencement
andthenit
is downwardat most altitudes. At 8622 kin, the maximum

polar regionat solarmaximumsummer.
The temporalvariationof the integratedO+ flow rate acrossa

upwardO+ flowrateoccurs
duringthestorm'smainphaseandis

given altitudefor solar maximumsummeris qualitativelyvery
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similar to that for solar minimum winter, but that is not the case

for H*. Quantitatively,
the O* flow ratesare larger(by abouta
factor of 10 at 8600 km) and the H* flow ratesare lower (by a

•

•

Electromagnetic Waves

factor of 3-5) for solar maximum summer than for solar
minimum

winter.

3. Considering all seasonaland solar cycle conditions, the
following generalresultis obtainedfor the ion densities. For
O +, the "stormtime" variations in summer and in winter are
"qualitatively" similar at solar maximum and again at solar
minimum,but theydiffer at solar maximumand minimum. For
H +, the stormtime variations at solar minimum and maximum

are qualitativelysimilar both in winter and in summer,but they
differ in winter and summer.
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Environment

Beforecomparingour resultsto measurements,
it is usefulto
relate our simulations to the real world. First, it should be noted

•{f4•
;•'•Polar
Wind

that the "storm"scenariowe adoptedis idealizedand there are
manydifferentwaysto modela storm.The adoption
of different

convection
andprecipitation
patternsanda differenttemporal
variation for the storm profile will yield differentquantitative
and, in some cases, qualitative results. Nevertheless, the
parameterswe selected are "reasonable"and, therefore the
Figure 9.
Schematic diagram showing nonclassical
general features we obtained should be indicative of the processesthat may affect the polar wind.
behaviorof the global polar wind.
In this regardit is usefulto comparethe presentsimulation
for solarminimumwinterwith the onepublishedby Schunkand
Sojka [1989]. As notedin subsection
3.4, in our first studywe
useda symmetrictwo-cellconvectionpattern,a differentauroral convectedinto the polar cap can destabilizethe polar wind when
ova!,anda linearstorm
profilewitha higherKpat thestorm's they pass through it at high altitudes. The resulting wavepeak(i.e., Kp = 8). For O+ therewasan increasein the density particleinteractionsact to heatboth O+ andH+ in a direction
toB, which
thenaffects
theescape
velocities
and
at all altitudesthroughoutmost of the polar region during the perpendicular
peakof the storm. Duringthe storm'srecoveryphase,the O+ fluxes [Barakat and Schunk, 1989; Chen and Ashour-Abdallah,
densitiescontinued to increase at low (500 km) and mid (2500
1990]. The interactionof hot magnetospheric
electrons(polar
km) altitudesin mostareas,but they basicallydecreased
at high rain, showersand squall)with the cold, upflowing, polar wind
altitudes(9000 km). These featuresare in general qualitative electronscan resultin a doublelayer potential drop over the
agreementwith the resultspresentedin this paper, although polarcap(at about4000 km), whichcanenergizethe O+ andH+
therearequantitativedifferences
anddifferences
in the details. ions. The H+ energygain variesfrom a few eV to about2 keV
With regardto H+, duringthe storm'speak the H+ density dependingon the hot electrondensity and temperature[Barakat
decreased
at high altitudes (9000 km), but at middle and low and Schunk, 1984a; Winninghamand Gurgioio, 1982]. At
altitudes(500 to 2500 km) there werepolar regionswhereit altitudes above 6000 km in the polar cap, electromagnetic
increasedand otherregionswhereit decreased.This behavior i s turbulence can significantly affect the ion outflow via
in contrast
to the resultsobtained
in the presentsimulation perpendicularheating though wave-particleinteractions[Ludin
where an H+ "blowout" occurredshortly after storm et al., 1990; Barakat and Barghouthi,1994]. Also, aboveabout
commencement.
Hence,as expected,the use of different 3000 km in the polar cap, centrifugal accelerationwill act to
convection and precipitation patterns can lead to some increaseion upwardvelocities,which may affect ion densitiesat
differences in the results. Nevertheless, in the real world the
high altitudes[Cladis, 1986; Swift, 1990; Horwitz et al., 1994;
convection and precipitation patterns change continuously as Demars et al., 1996]. Finally, anomalousresistivity on auroral
the IMF and solarwind dynamic pressurechange, and this must field lines can affect the polar wind as the plasma convects
be kept in mind when comparing simulation results to through the nocturnal auroral oval [Gangull and Palmadesso,
measurements.
1987; Ganguli, 1993, 1994].
The global ionosphere-polar
wind simulationspresentedhere
At thistime, it is not possibleto rigorouslyincludeall of the
correspondto the behavior of the "classical" polar wind. nonclassical processesdiscussedabove, and it is difficult to
However,the polarwind may be affectedby other processesnot guesswhat their ultimateeffectis becausethe problemis highly
includedin the classical picture, as shown schematicallyin nonlinear. Furthermore,exceptfor the studyby Ganguli[ 1993,
Figure 9.
Specifically, in sunlit regions escaping 1994], when the variousnonclassicalprocesseswerededuced
to
photoelectronsmay provide an additionalion accelerationat be important, the deductionswere basedon "one-dimensional"
high altitudes(> 7000 km) as they dragthe thermalions with steadystateor time-dependent
simulationsappliedat a "fixed"
them.Thispro"•ess
wouldactto increase
theO+ andH+ drift location. Also, only the process being studiedwas typically
velocitiesin the polar regionswherethey areupward[Lemaire, included. However, when all of the processesare includedand
1972b; Tam et al., 1995]. Cusp ion beamsand conics that have when the plasma is allowed to convect through the different
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regionsof the high-latitudeionospherein a realistic manner, data taken at altitudes between 200 and 1000 km. They found
the conclusion as to the importanceof a given processmay that for "southward IMF" the vertical ion flows were
change.
predominantlyupwardin the cusp and throughoutthe auroral
zoneanddownwardin thepolarcap. AlthoughupwardO+ speeds

5.3.

Comparison

With

aslargeas3 km s'l couldoccur,O+ verticaldriftsbetween
100
rangeof from250 to 1000 m s'l. Wahlund
et al. [1992] used
ElSCATradardatato studyO+ upflowsin thetopsideionosphere

Measurements

duringauroralactivity. They foundthat occasionallylargeO+
It is not possible to conducta detailed comparisonof our
results with specific measurementsbecausewe would need an
extensive data base of simultaneous complementary
measurementsto validate both our adopted magnetospheric
inputs (convection and precipitation patterns) and our global
ion distributions. Nevertheless, some of the specific features,
general trends, and ion parametervalues we calculatedcan be
compared,in a generalway, with the extensivedatabase that i s
currently available.
The data include both low-altitude
(ionosphere)and high-altitude (polar wind) measurements
from
incoherent

scatter

radars

and

satellites.

There

are

data

pertainingto specificcasestudiesand statisticalstudies,and we
will focusonly on the data most relevant to our simulations.
However, it shouldbe noted that if we had considereda larger
stormor a stormwith a longerduration,we would have obtained
largereffectsand vice versa.
Literally hundredsof global ionospheric simulations and
model-datacomparisonshave been conductedthat cover a wide

fluxes(~ 10l0 cm'2 s'l) anddriftvelocities(~ 1.5 km S'l) could
occurin the 900 to 1500 km altituderegion. They identified
two types of flow. Type 1 was characterizedby enhanced
electric fields, increasedperpendicularion temperatures,low
electron densities below 300 km, and little or no electron

precipitation. The sourceof this outflow was determinedto be

ion-neutralfrictional heating. Type 2 was characterized
by
enhanced electron temperatures, weak to moderate electric
fields, and decreasedor unaffectedtopside electron densities.

This typeof flow occurredaboveauroralarcsand wastypically
stronger than the type 1 flow. Finally, Keating et al. [1990]

conducted
a statistical
study
of large(_>109cm'2 s'l)transient,
field-alignedion flows using3 yearsof incoherentscatterradar
data. They correlatedthe flowsobservedat 400 km with Te, Ti,
and Ne in the lower ionospherein an effort to identifythe source
of.the upflows. They foundthat the numberof upflowingevents
at 400 km depends
on Te at loweraltitudes.However,if Ti andTe
are both elevated, the magnitude of the upward ion flux

range of seasonal, solar cycle, and geomagneticactivity increases. Electron density increasesat lower altitudes were
conditions, and the simulations have successfullyreproduced foundto be of secondaryimportancewith regardto generating
the observedtrendsand specific ionospheric features,such as upflows.
the main trough, polar hole, tongueof ionization, and auroral
The measurements
clearlyindicatethat transiention upflows
enhancements[see, e.g., Schunkand Sojka, 1996; Sojka and can be generatedby enhancedTe, Ti, and Ne at low altitudes.
Schunk, 1997, and referencestherein]. Therefore,with regardto Also, previous one-dimensional simulations for a "fixed"
the ionosphere,only "thermalion upwelling" will be discussed geographicallocationhaveshownthat substantialO+ upflows
sinceit directly affectsthe high-altitudepolar wind.
can be generatedby "prescribing"transient electron heating
Both satellite and incoherent scatter radar measurements have
[Whitteker, 1977], transient high-altitude ion heating
clearly establishedthat enhancedupwardflows of thermal ions [Gombosi et al., 1985], and transient low-altitudeion heating
are common in the cusp, nocturnal oval, and polar cap [Gombosi and Killeen, 1987; Loranc and St.-Maurice, 1994;
[Lockwood et al., 1985; Yau et al., 1985a, b; Tsunodaet al.,
Wilson, 1994].
1989; Yeh and Foster, 1990; Loranc et al., 1991; Wahlund et
However, the three-dimensional simulations presented in
al., 1992; Blelly et al., 1996]. The ion upwelling events are this and our previous paper [Schunkand Sojka, 1989] have
characterizedby enhanced ion and electron temperatures, shown that the magnitudesof the transient ion upflows and
enhancedupwardO+ velocities and fluxes, and elevated O+ downflows depend on the background ionospheric and
densitiesat high altitudes. The transientevents occurwhen the atmosphericconditions, the altitudeof the electron and/orion
plasmaconvectsinto a region where ion and/or electronheating heating,and the lengthof time the convecting plasma stays in
occurs, which causes the plasma to expand upwards. the heated region. When these features are modeled more
Subsequently,when the plasma convects out of the heated rigorously,as we have done,the resultsobtainedare consistent
region, the plasmacoolsand a downflow occurs. However, not with the measurements. Specifically, we have found that (1)
all of the plasma will returnif there is a high-altitudeenergy Most of the transientO+ upflowsaresubsonic,(2) The upflows
sourcethat is sufficiently strong to allow escape. On the can be generatedby Te, Ti, hnd Ne enhancements,(3) For
dayside, the ion upwelling in the cleft and the subsequent southwardIMF, ion upflows typically occur in the cusp and
downflowas the plasmaconvectsinto the polarcap is called the throughoutthe auroral zone, and downflowsoccurin the polar
"cleft ion fountain" [Lockwood et al., 1985].
cap. However, during increasing geomagneticactivity, ion
Tsunodaet al. [1989] studiedthermal ion upwellingsin the upflowscan occurin the polarcap as well, (4) The O+ vertical
cusp/cleftregionusingHilat satellitedata takenat 800 km. All velocities
typicallyarein therangeof from100to 300 m s'l,
of the ion upwellingsobservedweresubsonic,with the upward (5) Te is the main driverof the large-scale
ion upflowevents,but

O+ velocity
ranging
from300m s'l to1.6kms'l andtheO+ flux the magnitudesof the upwardO+ fluxes and velocities are
varying
from2.4x 108to 6 x 109cm'2 s'l. Theseevents
were enhancedif Ti is also elevated. This situation alwaysoccursin
spatially collocated with soft electron precipitation, upward the cusp at the locationof the daysideconvectionthroat (Figure

field-alignedcurrents,and velocity gradientsin the 151asma5a), (6) Upward
O+ fluxesof from107to almost10l0 cm'2 s'l
convection•The maximumoccurrenceof ion upwellings was at can occur depending on both the local heating rate and the
the daysideconvection throat in the cusp, where the ion and backgroundgeophysical conditions, (7) O+ upflows occur
electronheatingis a maximum. Loranc et al. [1991] conducteda within minutes in responseto elevatedTe and Ti. Electron
statisticalstudy of thermal ion upwellings using DE 2 satellite and250 m s'l wereobserved
morefrequently
thandriftsin the
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densityenhancements
also generateupflows,but there is a time
delayof tensof minutesfor themto be effective(not explicitly
shown). It wouldbe difficultfor radarsto observesuchupflows
becausethe plasmaconvectsout of the radarfield of view before
the ion upflow becomes substantial. Note that all of these
features are completely consistent with the available
measurements.

To get stronger ion upflows, we merely need to select a
convection pattern with stronger convection features, a
precipitation pattern with more intense precipitation, a
stronger storm, or a longer lasting storm. That is, it is
necessaryto get the correctmagnetosphericinputs to model a
specificevent. In this regard,it shouldbe noted that Blelley et
al. [1996] successfullymodeled an intermittent ion outflow
event measuredwith the ElSCAT radar [Blelly and Alcadyd,
1994]. Using estimates of the field-aligned currents and
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In a subsequent
studyby Chandler [ 1995], the DE I data were
binned with respect to the IMF, and it was found that for

southward
Bz theO+ upflowsoccurred
primarilyin the cuspand
the auroral zone at all local times, while the O+ downflows were

primarily restricted to the polar cap.

Estimates for the

"average"
O+ fluxeswere4 x 1025ionss'l fortheupflows
and1
x 1025ionss'l for thedownflows,
butthemagnitudes
varied
with magnetic activity.

Abe et al. [1993a, b] also presentedfield-alignedion drift
measurements
in thepolarcap. The velocities
weremeasured
by
the Akebono satellite at altitudes from 2000 to 10,000 km, at
invariant latitudes greater than 80 ø, and for the 1990-1991

period(solarmaximum).Their measurements
werequalitatively
consistentwith thoseof Chandleret al. [ 1991]. Specifically,
they found that at a given altitude the "average"H+ outflow
velocityincreasedlinearlywith Te. They alsofoundthat the H+

convection electric fields obtained from the radar measurements, velocity increasedrapidly with altitude and often exhibited a

they wereable to model all of the featuresassociatedwith the

significantvariabilityin the 2000 to 4000 km altituderegion.

event,including
anupward
O+ velocity
of 600m s'l at 1000km, However, quantitatively, their measurementsyielded lower
by Chandleret al.
an elevatedTe of 7000 K at 1000km, a 600 K increasein Ti, and "average"H+ velocitiesthan thosemeasured
[1991]. The Abe et al. [1993a,b] averageH+ velocitieswere1,
a factorof 2 reductionin Ne in the lowerF region.

Pollock
etal. [1990]carefully
analyzed
DE I satellite
datafor 6, and12kms'l at 2000,4000,and10,000kin,respectively,
39 thermal ion upwelling events at "high altitudes" in the but above6000 km the deviation aboutthe averagevalueswas
vicinity of the cleft. The events selectedcorrespondto the about
5 kms'l. ForO+, the"average"
velocitywasverysmall
strongestupwardflow casesthat were observed.For eachevent, up to about5000 km, andthenit increased
from I km s'l (at
the ion densities, drift velocities, and fluxes were determined

6000 km)to 4 km s-I (at 10,000km). Again,therewasa

from a range of instruments. The measurementscovered significantscatterabouttheseaverageO+ velocities. Finally,
altitudesfrom 2000 to 13,300 km during a "solar maximum" as was found by Chandler et al. [ 1991], the measurements
period (October1981 to October 1983). Typical valuesfor the showeda day-night asymmetry,with generally higher upward

O+ density,
upward
velocity,andfluxwere600 cm'3, 3 km s'l, H+ and O+ velocitieson the daysidewhereTe and Ti were
and6 x 108cm'2 s-1(normalized
to 1000km),buttheranges
for elevated.
theparameters
were(102- 2 x 103cm'3),(1-7krrds),and(4 x
Oursimulations
arein general
agreement
withtheaboveion
107- 5 x 109cm'2 s'l). Typicalvaluesfor the H+ density, velocitymeasurements,
particularly
thoseof Chandler
et al.
upward
velocity,andfluxwere50 cm'3, 16 krrds,and2 x 108 [1991]andChandler
[1995]. Specifically,
thefeatures
thatare
cm'2 s'l, withranges
being(5-400cm'3),(6-30krrds),and(3 x in goodagreement
withthedataareas follows: (1) At high
107- 109cm'2 s'l). Oursimulation
resultsfor solarmaximumaltitudes,
oursimulations
indicatethatO+ upflows
occurin the
are consistentwith thesemeasurements.For example, as the cuspand throughout
the auroralzoneat all localtimes,while O+
plasmafollowing the trajectoryin Figure4 convectsinto the downflowsprimarilyoccurin the polar cap. This shouldresult
daysideoval duringthe storm,the ion upwellingeventat about for all two-cellconvectionpatternswhichcontainantisunward

5 hr UT is characterized
by peakvalues,at 2500 km, of n(O+) ~

flow overthepolarcapandreturnflow equatorward
of theauroral

2 x 103cm'3,U(O+) ~ 2 kms'l, F(O+) ~ 6 x 108cm'2 s'l, n(H+) ~ oval. As theplasmaconvects
into the cusp/auroral
oval, the
30cm-3,U(H+)~ 7 kms'l, andF(H+)~ 4 x 107cm'3 (Figure
7a). enhanced
electronandion temperatures
causean upflow,and
These valuesare within the rangesmeasured,and so are the
calculatedvaluesfor othertrajectories.
Polar wind measurements
have also been made at high
altitudesin the polar cap. Chandleret al. [1991] conducted
a
statistical studyusing DE 1 datataken at latitudesgreaterthan
70ø A and at altitudesbetween1000 and4000 km. The datawere

whenit convectsout of this region the temperatures
cool anda
downflow occurs. However, during increasing magnetic
activity,ion upflowscanoccurin thepolarcapfor brief periods
of time, (2) Between2000 to 4000 km, the H+ velocity
typically displays its greatest increase with altitude and it
exhibits a large variability in this altitude region, (3) The

for the 1981-1983period,at whichtime therewasmoderate
to upwardH+ andO+ velocities
aredirectlyproportional
to Te. As a
active solar conditions. With regardto the field-alignedbulk consequence,
the upwardion velocities are generally greateron

velocities,theyfoundthatthe "average"
H+ velocitywasnearly
constantbelow2000 km and increasedwith altitudefrom about
3 to 4 km s'l near2000 km to about10 km s'l near4000 km.
However, at a given altitude, there was a fairly large spread

the daysidethan on the nightside,(4) In regionswhereTe is
low, subsonicH+ outflowscan occur,in agreementwith the
measurements.
At certainaltitudesandtimes,an H+ downflow
can occur(not measured),(5) Quantitatively,our calculatedH+

abouttheaverage
H+ velocity;
it variedfromabout0 to 8 km s'1 andO+ velocitiesarein betteragreement
with Chandler
et al.
below2000kmandfromabout0 to 25 km s'l above2000 km. [1991] andChandler
[1995] than with Abe et al. [1993a,b],
Someof the H+ flows werededuced
to be subsonic. Over the both with regardto averagevaluesand the scatterabout the
altitude range considered(1000 to 4000 km), O+ was the averagevalues. For example,near 2000 km at solar maximum,

dominant
ionanditsbulkvelocity
wastypically
lessthan2 km thecalculated
H+ velocityis typicallybetween
2 and5 km s'l,
s'l, buttheflowcould
beeither
upward
ordownward.
Theyalso butit canvaryfromalmost
zeroto20kms'l. At 4000km,the
foundthattheasymptotic
ionoutflow
speeds
were"generally"calculated
H+ velocityis typicallybetween
10 and15 km s'1,

greater
insummer
thanin winter(by25-70%)andlarger
onthe butit canapproach
25 kms'l atcertain
timesandplaces.The
daysidethanon thenightside.

calculated
O+ velocitycanbe eitherupward
or downward
andits
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magnitude
is typically
lessthan2-3km s'l, butit canbelarger maximum" period that included both equinox and winter
on occasion(see Figure 7b). These values are in excellent
agreement
with theChandlermeasurements.
However,it should
be noted that at altitudes above about 6000 km, larger ion
velocities wouldprobably be calculatedif we were to include
nonclassical
polar windprocesses,suchas heatingfrom waveparticleinteractions
andthe directeffectsof photoelectrons
and
hot magnetosphericelectrons.
The measurements also indicate that there are seasonal and

day-night asymmetriesin the ion outflow speeds, with
generallyhigher ion outflow speedson the daysideand in

conditions (September 1981 to February 1982). The data
coveredthe altituderangefrom 6378 to 23,343km (2-4.66 RE).
The electron densities, which were plotted in one figure as a
function of radial distance,displayeda fairly wide scatterat a
given distance. The scatterwas anticipatedbecausethe electron
densityexhibiteda large variation both on individualorbits as
well as from orbit to orbit, and all the densities from different

latitudes,local times, and magneticactivity levels wereusedin
the data base.

At the altituderangerelevantto our study(6378 to 9000 km),
summer[Chandleret al., 1991; Abe et al., 1993a, b]. These the measuredelectrondensitiesvaried from about 10 to 90 ½m'3.

asymmetriesare evidentin our simulationsand are simply a

For our solar maximum winter

result of the elevatedelectron temperaturesthat occurin the
sunlithemisphere
(daysideor summerpolarcap),whichresultin

electrondensitiesat altitudesbetween6300 and 9000 km vary
both as a functionof time and over the polar cap, with the range

simulation,

the calculated

valuesgo
greaterdensitiesand velocitiesat high altitudes[Barakatand beingfromabout1 to 150 cm'3. The calculated
beyondthe measuredrange, but the agreementis not bad. The
1989]. Also, at high altitudes,escapingphotoelectronsmay differencebetweenthe calculatedandmeasuredvaluesmaybe due
providean additionalion accelerationin the sunlit hemisphere to the fact that we did not include high-altitude energization
[Lernaire, 1972b; Tam et al., 1995], but that effect is not processesin our simulations.
included in our calculations.
A statistical study of the solar cycle and geomagnetic
With regardto ion densitymeasurements
in the polar wind, activity variationsof "energetic"ion outflowswas conductedby
Chandler et al. [1991] presented altitude profiles of the Yau et al. [1985a, 1988]. The data were obtained with the
"average"
H+ andO+ densitiesin the polarcap(_>70ø A) over energeticion compositionspectrometeron DE 1 during 1981the altituderangefrom 1000to 4000 km. The averageprofiles 1986, when Fl0.7 varied from 70 to 250. The instrument
were based on DE 1 RIMS data taken during active solar coveredthe energyrangefrom 10 eV to 17 keV, but 90% of the
conditions(1981-1983). The averageO+ densityvariedfrom caseswerefor energiesless than 1 keV. For eachFi0.7 level,
3000 to 700 cm'3 as altitudevariedfrom 1000 to 4000 km, the ion outflowratesincreasedexponentiallywith Kp. The 0 +

Schunk, 1983; Barakat et al., 1987; Cannata and Gornbosi,

by a factorof 20 andtheH+ rate(ions
whiletheaverage
H+ density
variedfrom200to 30 cm'3 over rate(ionss'l) increased

bya factor
of4 asKpvaried
from0 to6. Forhigh
thesamealtituderange.Hencean average,O+ wasthe dominant s'l) increased
ion between 1000 and 4000 km during solar maximum. Kp, the outflowsweredominatedby O+, while for low Kp, H+
However,at a givenaltitude,the O+ densityvariationaboutthe was the more prominent ion. At a given Kp value, the O+
averagevaluewas abouta factorof 10. For H+, the density outflow rate increasedby a factorof 5 from solar minimum to
variation aboutthe averagewasa factor of 10 at low altitudes solar maximum, while the H+ outflow rate displayed a
and a factor of 100 at high altitudes. The data also suggested statisticallyinsignificantvariation(<_factorof 2) withFl0.7.
Our "storm"simulationsfor the behaviorof the "low-energy"
that much of the variability in the polar cap densitiesand
outflowsis a resultof shorttimescale
(<_ 1 hour)phenomena. polar wind ions are in qualitative agreement with the
Thesemeasurements
are again in generalagreementwith our
solarmaximumcalculations. Specifically, at altitudesbetween
1000 and4000 km, O+ is typically the dominantion in the
polar cap during the storm for both summer and winter
conditions.However,at a giventime,the calculated
O+ density
canvary markedlyoverthepolarregionand at a given location
it can vary markedlywith time. For solar maximumsummer
conditions, the calculatedO+ densitiestypically vary between

"statistical" behavior of the "energetic" outflowing ions.
Specifically, our simulations indicate that at both solar
maximumand minimumthereis a large increasein the upward

O+ flux anda smallerincrease
in theupwardH+ flux as magnetic
activityincreases.For high Kp, O+ is the dominantupfiowing
ion, while for low Kp H+ dominates. Also, our simulations
indicatethatduringthestormthe upward
O+ flux is muchlarger
at solar maximum than at solar minimum, while there is a much

104-105cm'3 at 1000km and10-700cm'3 at 4000 km during smallerchangein theupwardH+ flux as solaractivity changes.
the storm. At solar maximum winter the calculated O+ densities
are lower than these values.
The calculated H + densities

These featuresare in good qualitative agreement with the
energetic ion measurements,but a quantitative comparison
typically
varybetween
100-1000
cm'3 at 1000kmand5-30cm' cannot be made becausewe did not include high-altitude
3 at 4000 km duringthe stormfor solarmaximum
summerenergizationprocessesin our simulations,and consequently,
conditions. Although the agreementwith the "statistical" mostof the upfiowingO+ ions returnto the ionospherewhen
databaseis not perfect,it is acceptable,particularlyin view of our storm subsides.
A statisticalstudyof the solarcyclevariationof the F region
the fact that different convection-precipitationpatterns and a
by Grebowskyet
different storm scenario would yield different quantitative ionosphere(200 to 1000 km) wasconducted
results. The only real disagreementoccursafter the storm at al. [1990, 1993]. The measurementswere relevant to summer
altitudes above about 4000 km, where the calculated O+ conditions
at noontime.The solarmaximum(Fl0.7 -- 150) data
densitiescan be ordersof magnitudelower than the "average" were obtained from OGO satellite measurements,while the solar
measuredvalues. When this occurs, H+ becomes the dominant minimum(Fl0.7= 90) datawerefrom the AE-C andD satellites.
ion at these altitudes and times.

Persoonet al. [1983] presentedDE I measurements
of the
local electrondensityat high altitudesin the northernpolar cap
region. The electrondensities
weredeterminedfrom the plasma
wave instrument, and the data were obtained during a "solar

The measureddensities and solar cycle variation were in
remarkableagreementwith the "l-dimensional", "steadystate"
polar wind calculationsof Cannataand Gornbosi[ 1989]. These
authorsmodeledthe solar cycle variationof the polar windfor
quietmagneticactivity, summerconditions, at noon and for a
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location
of80øN latitude.
Theyfound
thattheupward
O+flux Barakat,
A.R.,R.W.Schunk,
T.E.Moore,
and
J.H.Waite,
Ionescape

increases
byafactor
of10and
the
upward
H+flux
increases
bya fluxes
from
the
terrestrial
ionosphere,
J.Geophys.
Res.,
92, 12255-12266,
1987. high-latitude
factor
of 2-3below4000kmin goingfromsolarminimum
to Barakat,
A.R.,R.W.Schunk,
I. A.Barghouthi,
andJ.Lemaire,
Monte
maximum.Theyalsofoundthattheionoutflowisdominated
by

Carlo
study
of thetransition
fromcollision-dominated
tocollisionless

O+atsolar
maximum
andbyH+atsolar
minimum.

polar
wind
flow,
SP!Conf.
Proc.
Reprint
Ser.,
10,431-437,
1990.

The
Grebowsky
etal.[1990,
1993]
and
Yau
etal.[1985a,
Barghouthi,
l.A.,A.R.
Barakat,
andR.
W.Schunk,
Monte
Carlo
study
of
thetransition
region
inthepolar
wind:
An improved
collision
model,

1988]
measurements
arealso
inbasic
agreement
withtheone- J.Geophys.
Res.,
98,17583-17591,
1993.

dimensional
polarwindsimulations
of Barakat
et al. [ 1987]. Bauer,
S.J.,Thestructure
ofthetopside
ionosphere,
inElectron
Density
Theseauthors
applieda high-altitude
energization
source
in
Profiles
inIonosphere
andExosphere,
edited
byJ.Frihagen,
p.387,

order
tocalculate
the"limiting"
or"maximum"
H+andO+escape North-Holland,
NewYork,
1966.

fluxes
that
can
occur
fordifferent
solar
cycle,
seasonal,
andBergmann,
R.,I.instability
Roth,
and
M.K.Hudson,
Linear
stability
ofthe
H+-O
+
two-stream
in a magnetized
plasma,
J. Geophys.
Res.,93,
geomagnetic
activityconditions.
Fora fixedgeographical4005-4020,
1988.

location
andsteady
stateflows,theauthors
foundthatassolar Blelly,P.-L.,andD. Alcaydt,Electron
heatflow in the auroral

activity
increases
thelimiting
O+escape
fluxincreases
andthe

ionosphere
inferred
fromEISCAT-VHF
observations,
J. Geophys.

Res.,99, 13181-13188, 1994.
limiting
H+ escape
fluxdecreases.
Theyalsofound
thattheO+ Blelly,
P.-L.,andR. W. Schunk,
A comparative
studyof thetimecontent of the ion outflow increaseswith increasing solar

activity, with increasinggeomagnetic
activity, and with
increasing
solarelevationfromwinterto summer.

dependent
standard,
8-, 13-,and16-moment
transport
formulations
forthepolarwind,Ann.Geophys.,
11,443-469,
1993.
Blelly,P.-L.,A. Robineau,
andD. Alcaydt,Numerical
modeling
of

intermittent
ion outfloweventsaboveEISCAT, J. Atmos.Terr. Phys.,
Exceptfor thedecrease
in thelimitingH+ escape
flux with
58, 273-285, 1996.
increasing
solaractivityfoundby Barakatet al. [1987],the Boris,J.P.andD. L. Book,Solution
ofcontinuity
equations
bythemethod
measurements
of Grebowsky
et al. [ 1990, 1993]andYauet al.
offlux-corrected
transport,
inMethods
in Computational
Physics,
vol.
16,editedby B. Alder,S. Fernbach,
and M. Rotenberg,
p. 85,
[1985a, 1988] are in generalagreementwith the onedimensional
steadystatesimulations
[Barakat
et al., 1987;
Academic,
SanDiego,
Calif.,1976.

Cannata
andGombosi,
1989]
andourthree-dimensional
stormCannata,
R.W.,and
T.I.Gombosi,
Modeling
thesolar
cycle
dependence

simulations.
However,
asnoted
previously
[Barakat
and Res.
ofquiet-time
upwelling
athigh
geomagnetic
latitudes,
Geophys.
Lett., 16, ion
1141-1144,
1989.
Schunk,1983;Barakatet al., 1987; Cannata
andGombosi,Chandler,
M. O., Observations
of downward
moving
O+ in thepolar
1989; Schunkand Sojka, 1989], the ion outflowthat one
toPside
ionosphere,
J.Geophys.
Res.,
100,5795-5800,
1995.

calculates
depends
onthelocal
ionospheric
andatmospheric
Chandler,
M.O.,J.H.Waite
Jr.,
and
T.E.Moore,
Observations
ofpolar

densities,
temperatures,
and
winds.
Hence
vastly
different
ion Chen,
ion
outflows,
J.
Geophys.
Res.,
96,
1421,
1991.
M.
W., and
M.
Ashour-Abdallah,
Heating
of thepolarwinddueto
outflows
canoccur
atdifferent
locations
ata specified
timeorat

ionbeam
instabilities,
J.Geophys.
Res.,
95,18949-18968,
1990.

differenttimesat the samelocation. This is clearlyevidentin Cladis,J. B., Parallelacceleration
andtransport
of ionsfrompolar

ourthree-dimensional
storm
simulations
andis themainreason

ionosphere
toplasma
sheet,
Geophys.
Res.
Lett.,
13,893-896,
1986.

why
our
results
can
only
becompared
inageneral
way
totheDemars,
H.G.,and
R.W.Schunk,
Solutions
tobi-Maxwellian
transport

measurements
and
previous
one-dimensional
modeling
studies.
equations
for
the
polar
wind,
Planet.
Space
Sci.,
85-96,
1989.
Demars,
H. G.,
and
R.
W. Schunk,
Semikinetic
and37,
generalized
transport

modelsof thepolarandsolarwinds,J. Geophys.
Res.,97, 1581-1595,
1992.
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